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This resource is  a l iv ing document and is  open to change.  It  was created by
students from within the Body Brave community and may not be ful ly
representative of the spectrum of experience.  If  you have any suggestions to
improve this resource or l ived experiences that you don’t  see represented here,
please emai l  us at  info@bodybrave.ca .  

OK SO.. .WHAT IS NEUROSCIENCE?

As with many science-y things,  'neuroscience'  is  a term that I  might hear and nod
along with with a vague understanding of the word,  but i f  someone asked me to
explain it  ( l ike in a Body Brave handout or something)  I  would probably require a
bit  more information about what neuroscience actual ly  is .  So here it  goes!

Neuroscience is  the study of the nervous system, which is  basical ly the body's
command centre ( includes the brain and al l  i t 's  components,  as wel l  as the spinal
cord) .  So neuroscience looks at the nervous system, how it  develops and what it
does.

When it  comes to neuroscience and mental  health,  scientists mainly focus on the
brain and its  impact on behaviour and cognit ive functions.  So they look at how
brain cel ls  s ignal  to each other (ex.  which chemicals they use) ;  they study how
brain cel ls  connect to each other (ex.  by sending smal l  e lectr ical  pulses) ;  and they
study whole systems of brain cel ls  at  work (ex.  looking at connected activity in the
visual  areas of the brain,  the auditory areas of the brain and the thinking areas of
the brain) .

There are lots of types of neuroscience and the one we wil l  explore is  cognit ive
neuroscience,  which is  the study of higher cognit ive functions that exist  in humans
and their  underlying neural  bases.

••••••

Sti l l  confused? Me too.  If  looking at the big 'neuroscience'  picture isn't  helpful
don't  worry,  we're going to zero in on the important stuff  in the rest of the
handout!
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"This is not your fault. This is not a disorder of control. There
is a genetic underlying that triggers this neurobiological

process that distorts how your body responds to food and
how your brain thinks about your body.” 

- James Greenblatt

THE TROUBLE WITH NEUROSCIENCE
An important thing to keep in mind when learning about the science of eating
disorders and research into the neuroscience of mental  health,  is  that i t 's  real ly
hard for scientists to be able to tel l  i f  something they f ind is  a CAUSE of an eating
disorder or a CONSEQUENCE of an eating disorder (these are known as ' traits '  or
'scars '  in fancy science talk) .

Basical ly ,  i t 's  hard to tel l  which came f irst :  the eating disorder/disordered eating
or the change in brain chemistry.  Are our brains different as a result  of disordered
eating behaviours/symptoms? Or are we struggl ing with these behaviours/
symptoms because of differences in our brain chemistry? In many cases it  can be
real ly hard to tel l  for sure,  so it 's  important to keep that in the back of your mind
while learning about the science side of eating disorders.  There's  st i l l  a  lot  we
don't  know.

Reynolds,  P.  (2020).  The Biology Behind Eating Disorders.  IEEE Pulse.  Retr ieved from https://www.embs.org/pulse/art ic les/the-
biology-behind-eating-disorders/.
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Sensory neurons:  These help us to smel l ,  hear,  taste,  see,  and feel .  Sensory
neurons are tr iggered by physical  and chemical  inputs from our environment.
Sound,  touch,  heat,  and l ight are physical  inputs.  Smel l  and taste are chemical
inputs.  For example,  stepping on hot sand activates sensory neurons in the
soles of your feet.  Those neurons send a message to your brain,  which makes
you aware of the heat.  Thanks l i tt le neuron dudes!

Motor neurons:  Motor neurons play a role in movement,  including voluntary
and involuntary movements.  These neurons al low the brain and spinal  cord to
communicate with muscles,  organs,  and glands al l  over the body.  These neurons
control  things we think about doing or notice,  as wel l  as parts of our day to day
functioning that we have no awareness of (smoothing muscles in preparation
for eating,  etc) .  Great mult itaskers (my words,  not sciences,  though I  think
science would agree)!

Interneurons:  These are the most common l i tt le neuron fr iends we have,  they
are neural  intermediaries found in your brain and spinal  cord.  They pass s ignals
from sensory neurons and other interneurons to motor neurons and other
interneurons.  They kind of make real ly fancy circuits to help us react to things
around us.  For instance,  when you touch something sharp,  sensory neurons in
your f ingert ips send a s ignal  to interneurons in your spinal  cord.  Some
interneurons pass the s ignal  on to motor neurons in your hand,  which al lows
you to move your hand away.  Other interneurons send a s ignal  to the pain
centre in your brain,  and you experience pain.  

Neurons is  the fancy name for 'nerve cel ls ' ,  which are the cel ls  that send and
receive s ignals to your brain.  We l ike neurons,  they do lots of good things for us
and help to keep us functioning.  It 's  est imated that the human brain is  home to
about 86 bi l l ion neurons.  

There are different types of neurons that do different things:

There's  a lot more complex things and words and stuff  that goes along with these
topics.  I f  you're interested I  highly recommend looking it  up!  Otherwise,  these are
the parts that I  thought were interest ing and was l ike "huh,  that 's  kind of cool!
maybe other people who don't  understand science but f ind this kind of interest ing
would l ike!"

NEURONS & EATING DISORDERS
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Steinglass,  J .  E. ,  Berner,  L .  A. ,  & Att ia ,  E.  (2019).  Cognit ive Neuroscience of Eating Disorders.  The Psychiatr ic c l inics of North
America,  42(1) ,  75–91.

Frank,  G. ,  Shott ,  M. E. ,  & DeGuzman, M. C.  (2019).  The Neurobiology of Eating Disorders.  Chi ld and adolescent psychiatr ic c l inics
of North America,  28(4) ,  629–640.
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Brain:  Serotonin in the brain is  thought to regulate anxiety,  happiness,  and
mood. Low levels of the chemical  have been associated with depression,  and
increased serotonin levels brought on by medication are thought to decrease
arousal .
Bowels:  Serotonin is  found in the body’s stomach and intest ines.  It  helps
control  your bowel movements and function.
Blood:  Blood platelets release serotonin to help heal  wounds.  The serotonin
causes t iny arteries to narrow, helping form blood clots.
Bones:  Serotonin plays a role in bone health.  Signif icantly high levels of
serotonin in the bones can lead to osteoporosis ,  which makes the bones
weaker.

Okay so you're an expert at  neurons now, so when I  talk about the 's ignals '
neurons send to each other,  you know exactly what I 'm talking about.  So those
's ignals '  are sent to each other using chemicals cal led 'neurotransmitters ' .  I t 's  the
type and amount of a neurotransmitter that 's  released that lets a neuron tel l  their
neighbouring neurons what's  going on.

Now we get a bit  more involved,  so bare with me. For eating disorders there are
two primary neurotransmitters you need to know about:  serotonin and dopamine.
Each of these neurotransmitters has an inf luence in how we think and behave,  our
personal it ies,  and even perhaps our r isk for developing an eating disorder.

Serotonin:
Serotonin is  a neurotransmitter that kind of helps act as a mood stabi l izer in some
ways.  It  helps control  everything l ike memory,  learning,  s leep,  emotions,  motor
ski l ls ,  and appetite.  Serotonin can be found LOTS of places throughout your body:

Dopamine:
Dopamine is  a neurotransmitter that plays a huge role in how we feel  pleasure,  i t
helps us to str ive,  focus,  and f ind things interest ing!  It  is  involve in reward-
motivated behaviour (studying to get good grades,  or going to work early to get a
raise) ,  and creates a sort  of motivation-reward-reinforcement cycle.  

Addit ional ly ,  dopamine helps regulate movement,  memory,  hormones and
pregnancy,  sensory processing.  pain processing,  heart and kidney function,  to
name a few!

NEUROTRANSMITTERS
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Weir,  K.  (2016, Apri l ) .  New insights on eating disorders.  Monitor on Psychology,  47(4) .
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One study found that when going without food for longer periods of t ime (such
as during s leep) ,  those with bul imia had a larger drop in serotonin levels than
women without eating disorders,  which led to binge eating and increased
irr itabi l i ty (Steiger et al . ,  2001).

Individuals with bul imia often crave foods r ich in carbohydrates,  suggesting
low levels of serotonin in the brain.  

Researchers general ly bel ieve that individuals with BED also suffer from
chronical ly low serotonin levels ,  which is  thought to contr ibute to binge eating
in an attempt to rel ieve the depressed mood caused ( in part)  by this low
serotonin (Haedt-Matt & Keel ,  2011).
This is  part  of why antidepressants that specif ical ly increase serotonin levels
are sometimes prescribed for those struggl ing with bul imia or BED, as they can
result  in reduced episodes of binge-eating.  

In 2009 one researcher hypothesized that restr ict ion actual ly makes people
with anorexia feel  better by decreasing the serotonin in their  brains (Kaye,
Fudge,  & Paulus,  2009).  

As they continue to starve themselves,  however,  the brain responds by
increasing the number of serotonin receptors to more eff ic iently ut i l ize the
remaining serotonin.  So in order to keep feel ing better ,  the person needs to
starve themselves further,  creating the i l lness’s  vic ious cycle.  When
someone with anorexia starts eating again,  however,  serotonin levels spike,
causing extreme anxiety and emotional  chaos,  which makes recovery
diff icult  without adequate support . ’

Results of studies on eating disorders and serotonin differ a lot depending on the
exact behaviour that is  being studied.

When looking at binge eating behaviour:  

When looking at restr ict ive behaviour:
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Serotonin and Eating Disorders
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**Important note:  a lot of eating disorder studies use women exclusively as
part ic ipants.  Sometimes science can be s i l ly  and sexist ,  so keep that in mind.



Binge eating disorder has been l inked to a hyper-responsiveness to rewards
such as food,  which makes eating more rewarding and pleasurable than in
people without this disorder (Davis et al . ,  2012) and leads to a continuation of
compulsive overeating (Bel lo & Hajnal ,  2010).
Research has shown that bul imia is  associated with lower levels of both
dopamine and certain of i ts  receptors,  and that binge eating is  s ignif icantly
associated with dopamine release in certain parts of the brain (Broft  et a l . ,
2012).

In anorexia,  the leading hypothesis is  that the disorder is  associated with an
over-production of dopamine,  leading to anxiety (Bai ler  et a l . ,  2012a) ,  harm
avoidance (Bai ler  et a l . ,  2012b) ,  hyperactivity and the abi l i ty to go without
pleasurable things l ike food (Kontis  & Theochari ,  2012).  
In other studies,  lower levels of dopamine have been found in women with
anorexia.

Results of studies on eating disorders and dopamine also differ a lot depending on
the exact behaviour that is  being studied.

When looking at binge eating behaviour:  

When looking at restr ict ive behaviour:
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Dopamine and Eating Disorders
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The l imbic system is  the part of the brain involved in feel ing and reacting,
especial ly when it  comes to behaviours we need for survival  l ike eating,
reproduction,  and stress responses.  There are two major structures in the l imbic
system: the hippocampus and the amygdala.

Hippocampus:  The hippocampus plays a major role in the formation,  organization,
and storage of new memories as wel l  as connecting certain sensations and
emotions to these memories ( l ike how certain smel ls  can bring up old memories) .

Amygdala:  The amygdala is  best known for its  role in processing fear and our
"f l ight-f ight-freeze-fawn" responses.  This section of the brain act ivates with stress
and fear ,  and sends neurons to the rest of the brain to act ivate our stress
responses.

••••••••••

In states of stress,  when the amygdala is  act ivated,  i t  causes some of the other
parts of our brains to go off l ine for a bit  to help maintain those survival  inst incts.
For a lot of us struggl ing with eating disorders we kind of l ive in a constant state
of fear and stress,  which means many important areas of the brain are turned off
and not being uti l ized or strengthened.

When the amygdala is  in overdrive it  has a domino effect on other areas of the
brain,  including the hippocampus (where a lot of our memory/learning l ives) .  So
when a person is  highly stressed memories can start  to get a l i tt le c louded and
fuzzy.

This ,  in turn,  can create more stress,  more activation of the amygdala,  and
continued lack of proper functioning of the hippocampus.  The more often this
happens,  the smal ler the hippocampus becomes because cort isol ,  the stress
hormone,  erodes the hippocampus.
  
And this al l  t ies into. . .

REGIONS OF THE BRAIN
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The nucleus accumbens is  found in an area of the brain cal led the 'basal  forebrain' ,
and it 's  most widely recognized for i t 's  role in the "reward circuit"  of the brain.  So
when we do anything that is  considered 'rewarding'  or pleasurable (things l ike
eating food,  having sex,  etc)  dopamine neurons in this  area of the brain become
activated (which means that we feel  good!) .

When condit ions l ike eating disorders or addict ions are introduced though,  we can
run into dangerous terr itory here.  Eating disorder behaviours,  substance abuse,  or
other addit ions can cause the nucleus accumbens to hyperactivate.

This area of the brain is  not designed to be overactive,  and when it  is  functioning
in a healthy way,  i t  wi l l  act ivate at low to moderate levels .  To try to support the
brain function when the nucleus accumbens area of the brain is  in overdrive,  the
amygdala is  temporari ly quieted and shut down .  This has the s ide effect of taking
away pleasure from everyday activit ies and hobbies that moderately act ivates the
nucleus accumbens.

This can help explain why when we are struggl ing with an eating disorder we lose
interest in a lot of other important things in our l ives,  l ike hobbies,  even
relat ionships.  

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF EATING DISORDERS

Nucleus Accumbens (aka the Reward Centre
of the Brain)

"In recovery, an individual with an eating disorder needs to
grieve the loss of experiencing this relief [of disordered eating

behaviours] and practice experiencing joy and satisfaction
from everyday life pleasures."

- Camille Williams

Insula
Okay one more cool  brain thing before we go! Another part  of the brain that is
real ly important but can get turned off  in t imes of high stress or fear is  cal led the
' insula ' .  The insula isn't  as wel l  researched as other parts of the brain,  but
basical ly i t  faci l i tates our concept of self-awareness,  including awareness of our
bodies and our emotions and our perception of these things.  It  a lso plays a role in
taste sensations.  Much to think about when we're considering how we feel  when
we are struggl ing with an eating disorder,  why we feel  we lose ourselves.

Will iams,  C.  (2018, June 8) .  The brain and eating disorders -  can the brain be repaired? Eating Disorder Hope.  Retr ieved March 4,
2022, from https://www.eatingdisorderhope.com/blog/brain-eating-disorders-can-brain-repaired

http://www.neuroscientificallychallenged.com/glossary/basal-forebrain


Lateral Sculus (where the insula lives!)
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    T ime to Reflect
How does knowing that there are sc ient i f ic  and biologic  components to the
disordered eat ing that you exper ience make you feel?  How does i t  make you feel
about working towards recovery?

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF EATING DISORDERS
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Normal ly we include a few aff irmations to try out!  This t ime along with those
aff irmations we're going to look at the SCIENCE of aff irmations too ( I  mean I 'm
here with my l i tt le lab coat and microscope,  we may as wel l ) !

The Science of  Affirmations

THE NEUROSCIENCE OF EATING DISORDERS

AFFIRMATIONS

Affirmations are thoughts you intentional ly use to support ,  encourage,  and calm
your brain and body.  They can be posit ive statements used to chal lenge negative,
depressing,  or anxiety-producing thoughts and bel iefs .  They can also just be
general  supportive thoughts providing yourself  encouragement.

When we have any thought,  there is  a burst of neurochemicals in our brains.
Patterns form as those neurochemicals move,  and they are connected by
'synapses' ,  which basical ly form fancy l i tt le chemical  br idges.  The more we have a
part icular thought,  the quicker and stronger the synapses pass along that message.
In addit ion,  the emotions we attach to specif ic  thoughts become more automatic
and powerful  the more often we repeat those thoughts.  That ’s  how posit ive
aff irmations can affect our brain’s  natural  processes and help us to think in more
posit ive ways,  by practic ing and helping out our brain to bui ld those chemical
bridges!

I  have the ski l ls  and tools  I  need to recover .

I  am going to forgive myself  and free myself .  I  deserve to forgive and be forgiven.

I  do not engage with people who enter  my space with unhelpful  thoughts and ideas—I
walk away when a person or  a  s ituat ion isn ’t  healthy for  me.

I  f in ish what matters  and let  go of  what does not.

My l i fe  has meaning.  What I  do has meaning.  My act ions are meaningful  and inspir ing.

One smal l  posit ive thought in  the morning can change my whole day.  So today I  r ise  with
the knowledge that. . .

What I  have done today was the best  I  was able to do today.  And for  that ,  I  am thankful .

Affirmations to Try

Steinglass,  J .  E. ,  Berner,  L .  A. ,  & Att ia ,  E.  (2019).  Cognit ive Neuroscience of Eating Disorders.  The Psychiatr ic c l inics of North
America,  42(1) ,  75–91.

Frank,  G. ,  Shott ,  M. E. ,  & DeGuzman, M. C.  (2019).  The Neurobiology of Eating Disorders.  Chi ld and adolescent psychiatr ic c l inics
of North America,  28(4) ,  629–640.
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Podcasts

Psychiatry & Psychotherapy Podcast:  An Inside Look at Eating Disorders

The Eating Disorder Therapist :  Understanding More about the Psychology of
Eating Disorders

The Eating Disorder Trap Podcast:  Neuroscience and Neurobiology

TED Talks

Christ ina Costa:  How gratitude rewires your brain

Kay M. Tye:  What investigating neural  pathways can reveal  about mental  health

David Anderson: Your brain is  more than just a bag of chemicals

Al lan Jones:  A map of the brain

Carol  Dweck:  The power of bel ieving that you can improve

People to fol low:

FURTHER LEARNING
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